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1.Sheet and package size
We will present the most common sizes of make-up removal and feminine intimate hygiene wipes



Wet wipes
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⊳ The packs of wet wipes (make-up removers and feminine intimate hygiene) 

are usually "pocket size", however, the size of the sheets is similar to baby 

wipes.

⊳ The difference between them is the fold of the product, which is called 

Crossfold and basically it folds the sheet in Z and then in the middle. 

⊳ This way the package has a more compact presentation in relation to the 

length, but a height that resembles a baby wipe, but with a smaller quantity 

of wipes.



Sizes of wet wipes and feminine intimate hygiene

Popular Standard Premium

Sheet Size 20 cm x 14 cm 20 cm x 15 cm 20 cm x 18 cm

Number of sheets per 
package

15/16 20/25 25/30
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2.
Types of nonwoven

We will present the types of nonwoven that we have, as well as their physical and chemical characteristics



Nonwoven
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⊳ The parameters that differentiate nonwovens are:

○ Grammage: which is basically a parameter that measures the amount of material mass (g) / m². 

The greater the grammage, the greater the amount of mass present in 1 m².

○ Material texture: can be smooth or embossed

○ %Viscose and %PET: Spunlace is composed of PET and viscose, and we can vary this percentage 

according to what we want to offer to the consumer. Viscose has the characteristic of softness 

and PET provides strength to the material. Today the market works with 80% PET and 20% 

Viscose *.

⊳ * For nonwoven with biodegradable appeal, we can work with 100% viscose (which makes the 

product considerably more expensive, since the kg of PET is cheaper than the kg of viscose).



Nonwoven characteristics

Popular Standard Premium

Grammage 35 gsm 40 gsm
45 gsm 

embossed

Texture Suave Suave Embossed

% PET/% Viscosa 80% / 20% 80% / 20%
70% / 30%
50% / 50%
0% / 100%
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Examples of nonwoven

Embossed

.

Smooth
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3.
Types of label

We will present the most used types of labels for these categories of wet wipes



Examples of labels

Label with print
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Transparent Label



4.
Products made by Carmel

We will present products and brands of Carmel customers
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5.
American wet wipes market

We will present data from Mintel GNPD - Beauty & Personal Care, Wipes, USA, 2018-2020



In the first half of 2020, the penetration 
of wet wipes represented 21,93% of the 

Beauty & Personal Care category
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Wet Wipes - Release Volume vs Subcategories 
2018-2020
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Wipes for Face/Neck Care are the biggest subcategory in the US market 
among the launches in the analyzed period, reaching 75.6% share only in 
the first half of 2020.

However, the presence of the Body Care subcategory is also expressive.
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Wet Wipes - Launch Volume vs Claims
2018-2020
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The US and Brazilian Markets have two similarities regarding claims, it is
observed that both markets highly value the cleaning power offered by wet
wipes and also the presence of botanical and herbal characteristics.

However, the claim Time / Speed appears as the main difference between
the two countries. It is noted that in the US, the agility in the action of the
product is very relevant, even highlighting other concerns that are usually
more common in the category, such as hydration and nutrition.
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Players – USA

.
Other products brought by Mintel further reinforce 

the presence of the face and neck subcategory. In 

the North American market, however, there is also 

the launch of items to use in the body, promoting a 

quick and convenient cleanse. There are also 

products that even offer a kind of instant tan.



Formulas and active 
components
Regarding the wet wipes formula for this category, we can 

explore:

⊳ Active Components

⊳ Fragrance

⊳ Silicone

⊳ Ecological raw materials

We can offer support according to the niche to be explored.
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Thank you

Ady Krieger Hanochi - ady@kriport.com


